Leadership in Times of Plenty:
Future Winners in China's Asset
Management Industry
China will account for nearly half of the global industry’s net new flows to
become the second largest asset management market in the world by 2019. By
2030, China will reach over USD $17T in addressable AUM.
Individuals – Retail and High Net Worth – will power China’s growth, accounting
for over half of AUM by 2030. Asset management product usage will grow from less
than 4% of investable assets today to 10% by 2030 (comparable to the US market in the
early 1990s).
As China’s asset management industry matures, the position of current
incumbents will erode unless they develop:
i. Business Model Clarity: “Empire-building” firms without a strategic focus will be
weakened in the face of coming hyper-competition
ii. Systematic Edge: This can be achieved through either superior investment skills,
innovative products and fee models, or sophisticated distribution
iii. Scale Orientation: Firms that consistently grow faster than the market today will
have a competitive advantage in the future, when growth slows and pricing starts to
come under pressure
Casey Quirk has identified five winning China asset management business
models. Firms should consider how their strengths align with the following
models:
1. China Champion. Dominant local brand with focus on addressing demand for
domestic asset classes and domestic investor requirements
2. Global Leader. Top 10 global asset manager with comprehensive global investment
and distribution capabilities anchored by world’s second largest home client base
3. Pan-Asia Alternatives Specialist. Expertise in illiquid asset classes across Greater
China and Asia region
4. China Distribution Specialist. Expertise in retail and HNW client engagement,
portfolio construction and best-in-class outsourced investment products
5. Bespoke Virtual PM. Technology-driven investment solution combining algorithmic
security selection and personalized portfolio management
The Five Winning Models will win 70% of China’s market. Local players should
define today which model they intend to pursue.
We estimate foreign firms will achieve 6% market share by 2030, their strengths
largely limited by China’s demand for foreign asset classes. Access to the bulk of
Chinese growth will require close collaboration with strong local players.
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I. Introduction
Asset management in China is a young industry and, as a consequence, Chinese investors,
intermediaries and asset managers are not constrained by legacy infrastructure, regulatory frameworks
and investment approaches. New thinking can be seen in the proliferation of investment strategies,
products and distribution approaches. Powering all of this development is a furious pace of asset
growth that no other emerging market has yet been able to replicate.
In this paper, we briefly sketch the size and distribution of Chinese assets today and in 2030. We then
shift our focus to the five business models that we expect will increasingly come to dominate Chinese
asset management. We conclude with two distinct views: one for Chinese firms steering toward one of
the five winning models, and the second for foreign managers looking into China.

Table I
Definitions
Assets

Unless otherwise noted, all assets are quoted in USD, and refer to outsourced
assets available for third-party asset managers.

Chinese Assets

Onshore and offshore assets controlled by mainland Chinese investors, institutional
and retail.
In this paper, the term “asset manager” includes the below firm types:
•• Mutual Fund Managers
•• Private Listed-Securities Investment Firms
•• Private Equity Investment Firms

Asset Managers

•• Insurance Asset Management Firms
•• Segregated Account Managers
•• Pension Fund Managers
Over time, we expect the distinction between these firm types to diminish
as firms acquire multiple asset management licenses.

Note:

All projected assets and net new flows in this paper come from
Casey Quirk’s proprietary Global Demand Model and 2030 China Demand
Model.

II. China Demand Snapshot
Casey Quirk has in previous reports written about the challenges facing asset managers in the mature
Western markets (see: Survival of the Fittest, December 2016). Most acute of those hurdles is the secular
slowdown in organic growth across North America, Europe and Japan to near-zero, compared with high
single digits as recently as 2007.
In contrast, China is the only large, multi-trillion dollar market that has seen net new flows in excess
of 30% per year. We expect Chinese growth rates to average 15% per year through 2025, moderating
to 12% per year for 2025 to 2030. In total this will result in $8.5 trillion in new assets flowing into the
industry from Chinese investors between 2017 and 2030. Put another way, China will account for about
the same amount of net new flows as all other global markets between today and 2030.
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Exhibit A
China Assets Under Management
2016-2030e, USD $T
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Incorporating conservative, single-digit equity and bond appreciation into our projections implies that
by 2030 China will have $17 trillion in managed assets, the second largest market for asset management
globally, behind only the US. However, we don’t need to wait until 2030: as early as 2019, China could
overtake the current #2 market (the UK) in total managed assets.

Exhibit B
Global AUM & Net New Flows as % of BoP AUM1

5-Year Cumulative Net New Flows

By Region, 2016 AUM in USD $T and 2017-2021e average NNF as
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1

How aggressive are our assumptions? And what is driving this maniacal growth? Asset management
strategies broadly defined account for 4% of total Chinese wealth. Our 2030 projection implies an
increase to 10% of national wealth in asset managers’ hands—roughly comparable to where the US
stood in 1990.
The growth drivers are the confluence of demographic factors (rapid increase in retail investors’ wealth),
structural factors (the limits of the Chinese banking system to efficiently allocate national savings
through corporate lending), and policy (the central government’s sustained support of a funded definedcontribution retirement system and sounder domestic equity and debt capital markets).
We segment China’s current assets under management (AUM), about $2.8 trillion, into six distinct
investor/channel types, as seen on Table II below. Individual investors (labelled “Mass Affluent” and
“HNWI”) represent the greatest future growth opportunity. This is broadly consistent with global trends,
where individual growth has outpaced traditional institutional growth.
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Table II
China Investor Segments
Segments

Description

HNWI

•• Business owners
•• Secondgeneration wealth
•• Mostly through
intermediaries

Mass
Affluent

•• General public
•• Mostly through
intermediaries

Pension

•• Enterprise Annuity
(EA)
•• Occupational
Annuity (OA)
•• National Council
for Social Security
Fund (NSSF)

AUM
2016,
USD $B

$392 B

$657 B

$371 B

Organic Growth
Average NNF,
2017-2030e

Growth Drivers

14%

•• High levels of wealth creation
and accumulation
•• HNWIs are entrusting a
larger share of wallet to fund
managers

9%

•• Rapid household disposable
income growth
•• Improved financial literacy
•• Unattractiveness of bank
deposits and property

10%

•• Further expansion of OA/EA
coverage
•• NSSF takes over public pension
assets from municipal gov’t and
will issue new mandates
•• Expected ~8% of annualized
growth in wages

11%

•• Improved financial literacy leads
to further increase in insurance
penetration rates
•• Subscale insurers will continue
to outsource assets to
professional managers

Insurance

•• Insurance General
Accounts

Other
Institutional

•• Corporate
Treasury
•• Wealth
Management
Products

$927 B

3%

•• Excess capital generated from
business activities
•• Proceeds from equity and debt
issuances awaiting deployment

Sovereign

•• China Investment
Corporation (CIC)
•• State
Administration of
Foreign Exchange
(SAFE)

$191 B

2%

•• Limited new flows into CIC/SAFE
•• AUM growth will be driven
primarily by capital appreciation

$285 B
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Domestic asset classes (including domestic alternatives) will continue to dominate Chinese investors’
allocation, across all segments. We anticipate that the continued, gradual opening of China’s currency
controls will enable foreign allocations to grow to, on average, 15% for retail/high-net-worth (HNW)
segments and 16% for institutional segments, by 2030. However, we expect that regardless of any
currency control relaxation, Chinese investors will exhibit a strong home-country bias: this is a function
of both a preference for the familiar and a rational decision to seek higher prospective returns.

Exhibit C
China Assets Under Management
By Channel & Asset Class, 2030e, USD $T
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III. Oversupply and Maturation
Perhaps to make up for a late start, China’s asset managers have blossomed and evolved in a manic and
seemingly haphazard fashion. A cacophonous universe of mutual funds, trusts, pension funds, private
funds, vaguely defined “wealth management products” and mobile-only money market funds try to outdo each other, or at least copy the latest hot seller. Thousands of new firms have entered the market,
and incumbents have responded with product proliferation to try and maintain market share.
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Exhibit D
China Mutual Fund Growth & Average
Fund Size | 2013-2017

China Private Fund Firms
By AUM, Jun 2017, RMB ¥B
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This kind of environment is emblematic of a young, high-growth market with a brand-new investor class.
However, as the Chinese market matures and buyers become more discriminating, we expect to see
clear winners start to emerge.
Three attributes will characterize winning firms in China:
1. Business Model Clarity: A clear sense of purpose and focus will be a competitive advantage
against managers who dabble at everything.
Relevant question: Who are our clients and what do we do for them?
2. Systematic Edge: Excellence and leadership in at least one key area, be it product design,
investment process and return consistency, or client engagement, not me-too products.
Relevant question: What do we have that no one else has?
3. Scale Orientation: Leadership in the Chinese market will require size and scale—so build up
business lines and capabilities that can scale up. Scale will also help insulate firms from pricing
pressures when growth slows.
Relevant question: How big can this product area or distribution channel become?

IV. Five Business Models
China’s future asset management leaders will come in the form of five distinct business models. In
the appendix, we outline the building blocks required for each model. We encourage today’s players,
both incumbents as well as new entrants, to see which of these models best fits their strengths and
aspirations. Over time, winners within each of these models will come to dominate the Chinese market,
leaving less-competitive firms to fight over a decreasing slice of the pie.
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Table III
Five Winning Business Models
2

3

4

5

China Champion

Global Leader

Pan-Asia
Alternatives
Specialist

China
Distribution
Specialist

Bespoke
Virtual PM

•• China focused
assetmanager with
superior fund
manufacturing
and distribution
capabilities

•• Global manager
with broad
range of globally
saleable
capabilities and
distribution
network
•• Characterized by:
•• Top 10 global
AUM
•• >50% revenue
ex-China

•• High quality
alternatives
investment engine
with Greater China
or Asia regional
focus

•• Focus on
capturing
the investor
access/advisory
segment of asset
mgmt. value
chain
•• May have
some fund
manufacturing
capabilities,
but not core to
business

•• Security
selection
by “big
data” driven
algorithmic inv.
engine
•• Customized
portfolio of
securities
based on
individual client
preferences
and data
analytics

√√ Comprehensive
domestic asset
class offering
√√ Localized, onthe-ground client
servicing

√√ One-stop access
to all major
products/asset
classes

√√ Specialized,
in-demand asset
class

√√ Fund
gatekeeping
& advisory for
mass affluent
and HNWIs

√√ Highly
customized
AM products
and servicing
based on client
preferences
√√ Convenience
from bypassing
traditional fund
vehicles

•• Strength in
domestic
distribution
•• Local brand
reputation
•• Disciplined
investment
philosophy and
process
•• Relevant AM
licenses (EA,
mutual fund, etc)

•• Dedicated int’l
strategy
•• Solid existing
foundation in
China
•• Sound balance
sheet to support
overseas
initiatives
•• Appropriate
alignment and
ownership
structure

•• Compelling
investment
expertise and
edge in regional
alternatives
•• Robust risk mgmt.
framework that
can stand up to
global scrutiny
•• Well-aligned
compensation
structure

•• Fund distribution
licenses
•• Marketing and
client service
talent
•• Advice: wellresourced,
qualified advisor
coverage to
provide objective
planning
•• Scalability of
platform

•• Technology
capability and
talent
•• Highly
customized
and
differentiated
product
offering
•• Fund
manufacturing/
distribution
licenses
•• Scalability of
platform

Local

•
•
•
•

•
•
•
•

• HNWI
• Sovereign

• Mass affluent
• HNWI

• Mass affluent
• HNWI

Int’l

• Offshore
Chinese wealth
• Sub-advisory
business

• Offshore
Chinese wealth
• Sub-advisory
business

• Offshore
Chinese wealth
• HNWI
• Institutional

• Offshore
Chinese wealth

•• China as a
standalone
market offers
attractive
potential and
opportunity

•• Fast-growing, atscale home base
serves as ground
zero for firms
to aggressively
expand overseas
and springboard
to global
prominence

•• China and Asia
represent a
large investable
universe of
inefficient
markets

Description

Primary
Value-Add

Success
Requirements

Client Coverage

1

Why
This Works

Mass affluent
Pension
Sovereign
Insurance

•• Chinese
distribution
requirements,
regulations,
and demand
characteristics
are unique
and require
specialization

Mass affluent
Pension
Sovereign
Insurance

•• High demand
for alternatives
from regional
investors
•• Supply of
Asia region
alternatives
limited to date

•• Burgeoning
number of
retail investors
are entering
the industry in
search of onestop wealth
platforms
•• Distribution
platforms
represent a
more natural
extension for
securities/
trust orgs than
investment
engines
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•• Technology
has become
widely
accepted as a
lifestyle norm
•• Advances in
computing
have made
mass market
tech platforms
economically
feasible
•• “Big data”
opens the
door to
individualized
analysis and
service
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Exhibit E
Business Models China Market Share
2030e AUM in USD $T and Average Firm Size in USD $B

AUM by Channel,
2030e, USD$T
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(3)
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(~5000)

$277B

N/A

$1B

* Calculated based on total business model AUM divided by estimated number of firms
Source: Casey Quirk Global Demand Model, Casey Quirk Analysis

Market Share Rationale:
China Champion: Recognized local providers of asset management products to retail investors and
institutions.
Rationale: Deeply embedded relationships established with distributors help existing players thwart
competition. As investor sophistication grows, product quality, not quantity, becomes key differentiator in
attracting assets.
Global Leader: Local asset managers with an established global presence, closing in on global top 10.
Rationale: Only one or two Chinese firms will break into global top 10 by 2030, managing assets for Chinese
and foreign investors. Like China Champions, Global Leaders will also enjoy protected market access, but having
an internationally proven global product set goes a long way in securing offshore allocations of onshore clients.
Pan-Asia Alternatives Specialist: Firms that match high risk appetite, long investment horizon assets
with non-traditional investment opportunities currently facing a funding gap.
Rationale: A regionally-based firm is better positioned to take advantage of emerging Asia’s market inefficiencies
owing to the region’s unique political and economic landscape. Promising underlying drivers and rich returns
are also incentivizing local investors to put money into an Asia-focused alternatives strategy.
China Distribution Specialist: Firms that prioritize providing unbiased advice over
product manufacturing.
Rationale: Distribution specialists focus on AUM-based advisory fees, not management fees, which explains the
smaller market share by AUM. This is “ahead of its time” thinking: security selection is no longer sufficient as
needs for advice grow; while strong products raise assets in the short-run, trusted advice will retain assets.
Bespoke Virtual PM: A leapfrog model that brings low-cost, scalable investment offering to retail
customers.
Rationale: Lower regulatory hurdles in China to access customers’ data footprint simplify data collection and
analytics, which in turn help accelerate the development of an algorithm-driven investment engine. Once
developed, adoption rate will be unprecedented: Yu’e Bao (the world’s largest money-market fund) has already
made an undisputed, resounding case.
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V. Target Business Models for Mainland Firms
Not all firms can pull off becoming a China Champion or Global Leader—just as today’s leading asset
management players may struggle to morph themselves into a Bespoke Virtual PM. Taking into account
appetite for business investments and resourcing constraints, firms should identify the business model
that plays to their competitive strengths. Only once a clear intended end-state is defined can Chinese
asset managers focus their efforts against the critical building blocks for each model (outlined in more
detail in the appendix).
Table IV
Alignment of Business Models With Each Firm Type
Firm Type

Business
Model

Mutual Fund
Company

China
Champion

Banks

Insurance

Global Leader

Pan-Asia
Alternatives
Specialist

Private Fund
Company

Security
or Trust
Company

Technology
Company

China
Distribution
Specialist

Bespoke
Virtual PM

Rationale
•• Banks and insurance companies with established
brand, large balance sheets and extensive
distribution network are much more likely to “win
at the starting line”
•• Mutual fund firms with international aspirations
will need to consider listing as a means to raise
funds for overseas initiatives
•• Asset management business lines of insurers
can leverage existing international branches and
offshore balance sheet to build a global presence
•• Private funds already have the investment track
record and client base in alternatives strategies
•• Insurance assets have a long-term risk horizon
and appetite to accept illiquidity in exchange for
higher returns
•• Banks and securities firms already own extensive
distribution footprint in the nation, which make
distribution platforms a much more natural
extension than investment engines
•• Fund manufacturing is not core to business,
rather firms in this model will need to ensure
product neutrality to investors
•• Technology companies already have a broad
user population and ready access to customer
data footprint to develop algorithmic investment
engine

VI. Foreign Managers Looking in
The Chinese market will continue to be dominated by Chinese firms. This is not simply a function
of regulatory hurdles on foreign entrants. Rather, the pronounced Chinese bias for domestic asset
classes favors local firms. In addition, local firms’ sustained market presence, entrenched distributor
relationships and extensive brand-building efforts all add up to a clear advantage which foreign entrants
will have trouble replicating. By way of comparison, look at a large market with similar home-country
biases and embedded brands: the mature US market. Even with no Chinese-style protectionist rules,
the US asset management market remains dominated by domestic players: we expect a similar dynamic
in China.
This doesn’t mean, however, that foreign entrants have no role: on the contrary, we expect foreign firms
are positioned to capture about 6% of future Chinese asset pools. Foreign managers have an advantage
in international asset classes and will see the greatest traction among sophisticated institutions and the
HNW segment. Additional gains are possible, but will require taking on a Chinese shareholder: likely a
local firm aiming for the “Global Leader” business model outlined previously.
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Foreign Asset Managers’ China Market Entry Checklist:
□□Clear and realistic objectives for China:
(i) Financial return, (ii) Fundraising, (iii) Local investment capabilities
□□Business model flexibility: Demonstrated willingness to work with and adhere to a fast-evolving
regulatory framework (e.g. set up local fund structures, apply for foreign institutions licenses such as
WFOE & QDLP)
□□Commitment to take root and be local: Appoint local, Chinese-speaking business development
officers and ensure product design caters to Chinese investor needs
□□Seriously consider M&A: Assess and prioritize inorganic initiatives to accelerate growth:
(i) Boutique acquisition, (ii) Joint venture, (iii) Sell equity stake to strategic partner

VII. Conclusions
We expect that as China’s demographic profile continues to become wealthier and older, asset
management will see a sustained period of growth which will outpace overall Chinese GDP growth.
On top of the sheer scale of growth, China’s unique attributes and conditions mean that bold thinking
and pushing boundaries are needed. For Chinese firms, this means comfort in experimenting
with new products and distribution methods, mindful of the power of scale. For foreign firms, this
requires assigning responsibility for their China strategy to senior management (not the regional sales
organization), and taking a clean-sheet approach to products, client engagement, and collaboration with
local players.
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Appendix: Building Blocks for Each Winning Business Model
Table V
Winning Business Model Building Blocks Definition
Building Blocks

Definition

Investment Engine

•• Investment identity—firm’s core asset classes and underlying investment
philosophy
•• Investment process—how firm conducts investment research and makes
buy/sell decisions
•• Distribution reach—direct/intermediated client access, mobile & on-theground presence

Distribution
Capability

•• Distribution quality—comprehensive relationship-based client engagement

Financial Planning/
Allocation Advice

•• Unbiased financial advice to achieve client goals—based on client income, tax
considerations, risk appetites
•• Personalized asset allocation and portfolio construction—not stock tips
•• Use of new technologies to improve capabilities and functions; for example,
artificial intelligence to power investment engine or enterprise data
management to improve operational efficiencies

Technology

•• Leveraging advances in computing power to provide convenient and
customized engagement
•• Clear linkage of incentives payout to employee performance goal
achievements

Incentives
Alignment

•• Systematic, unambiguous methodology to fund employee bonus pool
•• Clarity of owner’s goals and expectations for the asset management business

Ownership/
Governance

•• Distinction between the responsibilities and decision rights of the board vs.
senior management

Strategic
Internationalization

•• Rationale and purpose for internationalization of business – e.g. following
client demands
•• Strategic approach that matches purpose of internationalization
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Table VI
China Champion Building Blocks

Investment Engine

• Breadth of investment capability in asset classes aligned with China
market investor demand
• Credible investment process coupled with repeatable
outperformance

Distribution
Capability

• Localized, differentiated client engagement model designed
specifically for Chinese investor segments
• Distribution resourcing overweight relative to other functions with a
focus on capturing market share

Financial Planning/
Allocation Advice
Technology

Incentives Alignment

• Incentives program incorporating short-term/long-term
compensation to attract, retain, and motivate talent
• Senior management’s long-term incentives program aligned with
overall firm growth, not individual business unit performance

Ownership/
Governance

• Ownership structure empowers management team with business
growth decision-making
• Autonomy of business decision-making – e.g. product development
makes commercial sense and aligns to strategy, not subject to
guidance or override by parent

Strategic
Internationalization

Key

Requirement

Key Differentiator

Rationale

Distribution
Capability

•• China as a standalone market offers high
growth rates and a large asset pool – markets
outside China are less appealing

Critical Success Factors

•• China has unique distribution requirements,
regulations, and demand characteristics
– managers with a China focus can better
navigate this market

•• Localized client engagement

•• China fund licenses
•• Strong brand recognition
•• Dedicated China product specialists
•• China market thought leadership
•• Long-term relationships with key Chinese clients
and intermediaries
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Table VII
Global Leader Building Blocks
Investment Engine

•• Comprehensive product offering across asset classes and geographies
•• Disciplined investment philosophy and process

Distribution
Capability

•• Business anchored by strength in home market
•• Extensive on-the-ground presence and localized client engagement in
key international markets

Financial Planning/
Allocation Advice

•• Ability to offer one-stop strategic/tactical portfolio allocation advice
based on firm’s comprehensive product suite
•• Dedicated asset allocation advisors with cross-asset expertise

Technology

•• Implementation of unified technological tools in investment research,
portfolio attribution and risk management across products and
geographies

Incentives
Alignment

•• Incentives program incorporating short-term/long-term compensation
to attract, retain, and motivate talent
•• Senior management’s long-term incentives program aligned with
overall firm growth, not individual business unit performance

Ownership/
Governance

•• Public listing as a source of funding for strategic internationalization
initiatives and currency for long-term incentives programs

Strategic
Internationalization

•• Business growth plan incorporates large scale inorganic
internationalization initiatives
•• Strong firm culture that remains intact after acquisition and integration

Key

Requirement

Key Differentiator

Rationale
•• China is one of the few markets where domestic
managers can rely on large core businesses to
financially support substantial and meaningful
global expansion aspirations

Strategic
Internationalization
Critical Success Factors
•• Clear development objectives to build product
and distribution capabilities
•• Robust home market demand creating balance
sheet strength to support inorganic initiatives
•• Shared goals/objectives in partnership
arrangements
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Table VIII
Pan-Asia Alternatives Specialist Building Blocks

Investment Engine

• Well-articulated investment philosophy with compelling edge in
regional alternatives products supported by sustainable investment
performance
• Demonstrated ability to identify/source and execute difficult-toreplicate alpha-generating investments

Distribution
Capability
Financial Planning/
Allocation Advice
Technology
Incentives
Alignment

• Incentives program incorporating short-term/long-term compensation
to attract, retain, and motivate talent
• Long-term incentives program aligns investments team with client
interests

Ownership/
Governance

• Ownership structure empowers management team with business
growth decision-making

Strategic
Internationalization

• Opportunistic strategic expansion through acquisitions/partnerships/
team lift-outs of other alternatives specialists to achieve scale, new
markets, or product synergies

Key

Requirement

Key Differentiator

Rationale

Investment Engine

•• Opportunities for infrastructure investing
and private financing are strong in developing
markets

Critical Success Factors

•• There are limited alternatives providers with
credible and scalable investment engines to
produce non-correlated absolute return

•• Long track record and reputation in a
specialized alternative asset class

•• Consistent, high conviction investment
philosophy

•• Robust risk management framework that stands
up to global standards
•• Specialist investment talents
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Table IX
China Distribution Specialist Building Blocks
Investment Engine
Distribution
Capability

• Heavily resourced distribution function including on-the-ground and
online sales and marketing capabilities
• Value-added servicing and client engagement for mass affluent and
HNWIs to capture investor access/advisory segment of value chain

Financial Planning/
Allocation Advice

• Dedicated financial advisory team to provide investor education,
asset allocation, and portfolio management advice – not market tips
or trade-of-the-month

Technology

• Convenient, accessible app and web platform as a one-stop client
portal for investment information, advice, and servicing

Incentives
Alignment

• Compensation scheme aligns advisory professionals to provide longterm investment advice rather than push product
• Senior management’s long-term incentives program aligned with
overall firm growth, not individual business unit performance

Ownership/
Governance
Strategic
Internationalization

Key

Requirement

Key Differentiator

Rationale
•• Fund manufacturing is not a prerequisite for
wealth management – successful business can
be built on standalone distribution capabilities
•• Client advisory is lucrative as the future
battlefield shifts from asset raising to asset
retention

Distribution Capability
Critical Success Factors
•• Strong brand recognition
•• Convenience & accessibility of cross-platform
interactions
•• Standardized professional quality customer
servicing
•• Long-term relationships with clients and
product providers
•• Distribution economies of scale
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Table X
Bespoke Virtual PM Building Blocks

Investment Engine

• Automated, algorithm-based investment engine used for security
selection
• A differentiated investment process based on use of “big data” and
machine learning to inform investment algorithms

Distribution
Capability

• Intensive, widespread investor education and marketing campaign to
promote and raise awareness of “Virtual PM”
• Scaled client engagement achieved through mobile app/online
platforms

Financial Planning/
Allocation Advice

• Automated and highly customizable asset allocation based on client
characteristics and preferences
• Dedicated financial advisory team to provide “human touch” and
answer queries on asset allocation algorithm and advice

Technology

• Proprietary investment engine driven by “big data” analytics and
individual client profiles (preferences and data footprint)
• Robust mobile application creating seamless customized investment
experience for end users

Incentives
Alignment
Ownership/
Governance
Strategic
Internationalization

Key

Requirement

Rationale
•• China is quick to adopt technology and new
forms of investment products
•• Technological advances and the growing
availability of data open the door to tailored
quantitative investing for the mass market

Key Differentiator

Technology
Critical Success Factors
•• Integration with lifestyle tech ecosystem to
capture client touchpoints and preferences
•• Access to “big data” and detailed client profiles
•• Strength of investment engine in utilizing
data sources to create automated investment
decisions
•• Quality of technology experience
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